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T
he US-based Investment bank,

Veronis Suhler Stevenson, has

recently forecast that in the US,

spending on Public Relations will increase

at nine percent annually from 2006 to

2011, ahead of growth in advertising

spending. According to a report

commissioned by the Council of PR Firms,

Economist Jaime de Pinies noted, “Despite

the budget cuts, it appears that public

relations as a discipline is increasingly

valued by the firms in this server.” Such is

the importance and need of this discipline,

valued globally by the very best firms, but

unfortunately, very little understood and

even little appreciated by the very best in

the country. 

According to estimates, the Public

Relations industry in India could be one of

the fastest growing industries, with a size

of around Rs225-crore. Though it makes

up for a measly 0.7 percent of the global

market, the good news is that, while

globally, the average annual growth rate of

the industry is purported to be around
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PPuubblliicc  RReellaattiioonnss,,  aass  aann  iinndduussttrryy,,  iiss  ggrroowwiinngg,,  tthhoouugghh  iinn  aa  ffrraaggmmeenntteedd
aanndd  iinnddiivviidduuaalliissttiicc  mmaannnneerr,,  rraatthheerr  tthhaann  aass  aa  ccoolllleeccttiivvee  aanndd  

iinndduussttrryy--lliikkee  mmaannnneerr..  AAss  aa  pprrooffeessssiioonn,,  PPuubblliicc  RReellaattiioonnss  ccoonnttiinnuueess  ttoo
aattttrraacctt  mmoorree  ssccoorrnn  tthhaann  aapppprreecciiaattiioonn..  AAss  aann  iinndduussttrryy,,  iitt  ccoonnttiinnuueess  ttoo

ffuunnccttiioonn  iinn  aa  ffrraaggmmeenntteedd  aanndd  iinnddiivviidduuaalliissttiicc  mmaannnneerr,,  rraatthheerr  tthhaann  aa
ccoohheessiivvee,,  iinndduussttrryy  bbooddyy..  IItt  hhaass  nnoott  yyeett  mmaannaaggeedd  ttoo  ccaarrvvee  aa  bbrraanndd  uunnttoo

iittsseellff,,  wwhhiillee  iitt  ccoonnttiinnuueess  ttoo  pprroovviiddee  iinnvvaalluuaabbllee  iinnppuuttss  iinn  bbuuiillddiinngg
bbrraannddss..  SSaannss  aaccccoollaaddeess,,  aapppprreecciiaattiioonn  aanndd  aawwaarrddss,,  tthhee  pprrooffeessssiioonn

ccoonnttiinnuueess  ttoo  ttrruuddggee  tthhee  lleessss  ttrreeaaddeedd  ppaatthh  ttoo  ssuucccceessss..  AAMMIITT  BBAAPPNNAA
ddiiggss  ddeeeepp  ttoo  ffiinndd  oouutt  wwhheerree  tthhee  ffuuttuurree  ooff  PPRR  llaayy..
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eight percent, the Indian PR

industry is said to be growing at

over 20 percent, even leap-frogging

ahead of the rate of growth shown by

the advertising industry as a whole

in India. So, something must be

going right for the industry and the

discipline to demonstrate such a

phenomenal growth-chart. 

According to some estimates,

India will emerge as the world’s

largest economy by 2050, overtaking

the US and China in terms of real

GDP growth by 2025. With close to

1/6th of the world’s population, India

is clearly set to become the world’s

largest consumer market, and a

young market at that! With such a growth predicted, the

obvious need would be to brand everything – from food,

shampoo and laundry detergent, to high-tech IT products

– into the minds of the booming middle-class.

Growth in India in various sectors – retail, IT,

entertainment, etc., – can have an indirect but spiralling

effect on the communication industry. “With a highly

skilled workforce, high GDP growth, 700 million people

under 35 years of age, 400 shopping malls being built per

year and 35 cities with over one million inhabitants,

everyone in our company is looking at India as a key

growth market,” says Christophe Lecureuil, Director

International Public Affairs, Yum! Restaurants

International. Imagine this: if call-centres and other India-

based businesses are developing so quickly, and Indian

business runs 24-hours, what additional services will the

people staffing this business need? He adds, “From our

perspective, people who work at night with people at the

other end of the world need food too – and they probably

need it delivered. Now, from a PR perspective, they too

need to know that these services exist. So, for us, the issue

is how do we create a dialogue with this unique audience

of night-workers? So, we will need all the creative PR

ideas we can get to get the message out.” 

At a macro-level,with the role of communication having

changed dramatically in the last decade, the need for

corporations and brands to build a strong relationship

based on mutual understanding across multiple

stakeholder groups is extremely important. A good

communication program will build credibility for the

company, its vision and strategy in the marketplace. Says

Radhika Shapoorjee, president, IPAN, “A critical role that

Public Relations firms play is to sensitize their clients

about the social, political and business environment,

thereby helping companies to communicate relevant key

messages. This strategic counsel helps build a positive

opinion about the company, its brands and its leadership

in the marketplace.”

According to industry experts, a typical Strategic PR

counsel and campaign should do the following:

1. Raise debates on issues important to the business

and category and build the right context around issues

facing companies and brands.

2. Build long-term strategic platforms which bind

companies across stakeholders, for e.g., – community

relations and CSR, internal branding, annual corporate

awards, industry platforms, etc.

3. Educate stakeholders about the category and help to

create the right context of the sector through workshops,

forums, etc.

4. Anticipate and manage any crisis that could hit a

brand or corporate.

Harish Bijoor, Brand-specialist & CEO, Harish Bijoor

Consults Inc., demystifies just how the profession is being

practiced in the Indian scenario by using an interesting

‘onion-layer’ theory. Says he, “Imagine peeling an onion.

At the outermost level of the skin lies Pink paper PR, i.e.,

PR that seeks out to reach and touch decision makers and

readers of Pink papers, which are essentially Business

publications. The total print run of these publications in

the country is likely to be around 17,00,000 copies.

Readers of these publications are decision makers,
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“A critical role that PR

firms play is to sensitize

their clients about the

social, political and

business environment,

thereby helping

companies to

communicate relevant

key messages.”
Radhika Shapoorjee,

president, IPAN
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investors, opinion leaders, etc. Current PR as a practice

does excellent service in this space. Just beneath this thin

outer layer of PR possibility lays a thicker layer. This is

what I call “White paper” PR. This is about every

newspaper of general interest – English and vernacular.

The audience reached out is larger and of a general

interest nature. In many ways, real consumers read white

papers. Consumers of every auto, FMCG, durable or

whatever product! Current PR as a practice works

average in this space. It ties hard though.

“Layers Three and Four of this onion is a wider still

space. This is what I call Pink and white television. Pink

television is viewed by niche business and stock market-

oriented audiences. White television is broader still in its

reach. It Reaches 97.3 percent of

this country, in terms of geography

at least. Current PR practice works

hard in Pink TV space, but literally

falls flat in White Television space

which is a vast arena, which is a gap,

a glaring gap. This is the space in

which consumers really thrive. PR is

normally missing in this space with

efficient levels of delivery. 

“Layer Five is “real consumer

space”. This is the space in which

people really live and work and buy

and sell in. Homes, offices and

markets. This is the real action spot

for PR. Current PR practice is next

to missing in this space. This is

tough space. This is the rustic home,

the high-buzz office and the rustic

market-place. PR runs away from

here. Current PR finds this space so

hot and confused that it tends to

avoid it altogether. In the bargain, if

I am to assess efficacy of current PR

practice in India, we are good at

Level 1 and possibly Level 3 PR. We

are bad at Level 2 and 4, and terrible

and non existent in level 5. This

needs to get corrected if PR as a

practice is to show relevance,

originality and innovation.”

Interesting take?

Most PR-practitioners seem to be

of the view that, today, advertisers

and clients are on the way to understanding that PR is a

strategic process in communications and is a sustained

effort towards brand recall. Shares Sunil Gautam,

Managing Director, Hanmer MS&L Communications, “In

most cases, clients discuss communication and marketing

strategies with agencies to understand psychographics of

audience and geographical intricacies to figure out what

would work best. PR helps in on-ground activation, media

relations, spreading the buzz and getting a third party

endorser perspective.”

The true value of Public Relations is when the

communication campaign is linked with the business

needs of the company or brand. It is then that the PR

Consultancy assumes the role of problem solvers to the
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“The most memorable

case of a brand being

enhanced by a PR

campaign is that of

Body Shop. Its founder,

the late Anita Roddick,

embraced activism as a

vital business strategy.”
Rajiv Desai,

Chairman  & CEO, 

Comma Consulting

“Clients discuss
communication and
marketing strategies
with agencies to
understand audience
psychographics 
and geographical
intricacies to figure out
what would work best.”

Sunil Gautam,

Managing Director, 

Hanmer MS&L Communications  
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client. “The fact is that Public

Relations is the only tool that builds

credibility and third party

endorsement for companies, their

leadership, products and services

and overall well-being. Clients are

recognizing these benefits and PR

has now entered Corporate Board

Rooms,” adds Radhika Shapoorjee. 

The face of the profession is also

fast-changing, with emergence of

verticals like Personality Branding,

Crisis Management, Reputation

Management and Lobbying taking

specialist routes, with the last

gaining notoriety for its practice as

well as its practitioners. Avers Rajiv

Desai, Chairman & CEO, Comma Consulting, “Lobbying in

India, as well as globally, has an odour around it. However,

for all the cases of unethical conduct, there are hundreds

of cases where lobbying has resulted in good outcomes

too.” Sustained, planned PR exposure of an organisation’s

products, management practices and quality procedures

help to build a positive image. Agrees Veena Gidwani,

CEO, Madison Public Relations, “This, and efficient

handling of unforeseen crisis situations, helps minimise

damage and makes organisations emerge stronger. Take

for e.g., the Nokia faulty battery case. The company in

question replaced all batteries that were suspected to be

faulty and immediately informed consumers of their

decision and concern for consumers.” There are many

such cases of brands being built solely, or majorly, on the

power of a good and sustained PR strategy. Shares Rajiv

Desai, “The most memorable case of a brand being

enhanced by a PR campaign is that of Body Shop, one of

the world’s largest cosmetics franchises. Its founder, the

late Anita Roddick, embraced activism as a vital business

strategy and took a stand on a variety of social issues. Her

campaign was driven not by some superficial corporate

social responsibility concerns but by a belief that the

public interest is a sacred trust that must be cherished by

businesses even as they pursue hard-core profit-driven

goals.”

In a fast-evolving market-place, there are many

paradigms that are and will be changing the face of the

profession and amongst the many

things, Digital will probably be the

single biggest shift that will mark

this change in the business. Globally

too, PR is fast moving online and

there is an upsurge of dynamic

digital PR across many geographies.

It is new, innovative and dynamic

and gives quick results. Of course,

with these major trends predicted

for the future, PR professionals will

need to develop a new hybrid set of

marketing communication skills,

which will include elements of

management consulting, business

intelligence, publishing, direct

marketing and internet strategy.  
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“Efficient handling of

unforeseen crisis

situations, helps

minimise damage and

makes organisations

emerge stronger. For

e.g., the Nokia faulty

battery case.”

Veena Gidwani,

CEO, Madison Public Relations

“One of the emerging
trends of information
inflow, which has taken
the media by storm, is
the power of Blogging,
and is becoming one 
of the most powerful
ways of expression 
of speech.”

N S Rajan,

Managing Director, 

Sampark 
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Says N S Rajan, Managing Director, Sampark, “One of

the emerging trends of information inflow, which has

taken the media by storm, is the power of Blogging, and is

becoming one of the most powerful ways of expression of

speech. It has the capacity to either make or break the

reputation of a product or person. PR can definitely

leverage the impact of blogging in an organized way to

communicate client initiatives.”

Perhaps, no marketing discipline has been more

affected by blogging than PR. Says Arijit Sengupta, Vice

President, Corporate Voice|Weber Shandwick, “PR

professionals used to be brought in when a product was

ready for the market, to invite journalists to “rollouts” or

“launches” that were followed up by mainstream

advertising. However, now, many

American brands, and some brands

of other countries, are starting to

include blogs in their marketing

plans, using PR at a much earlier

stage. By the time of the official

‘launch’, a product may already

have been slipped into the hands of

bloggers several months before.

Feedback from their online

discussions with other devotees can

help inform a marketer’s

subsequent advertising and media

strategy.” 

Blogs will eventually just be

integrated into the media mix,

rather than remain a standalone

entity. Going forward, PR

professionals need to be mindful of

the blog’s place in a client’s

communication strategy with

certain exceptions.

Podcasting, while still emerging as

a channel, has legs and will continue

to become the part of the stable of

on-demand media channels that

audiences are gravitating towards.

With emergence of blogs, user-

generated content and other social

media tools, there is a lot of debate

about digital space being the final

frontier for brand communication.

Opines Vikram Kharvi, Founder-

Indian PR Forum, “As the Internet

increasingly becomes a primary source of information for

many, it is becoming important to understand and utilize

digital tools. This is not a distinct frontier that would need

a new set of practitioners, but is an intrinsic part of

dialogue, more on the lines of conversations rather than

mass communication.” 

It needs a new orientation. At the end of the day, more

the technology, more will be the forms of faster and

effective communication. “From an operational point of

view, the industry is already adopting newer technological

platforms like social networking sites, Video blogging,

mobile blogging, etc. With the development of newer

platforms to communicate, PR agencies will need to be

able to identify opportunities and implement applications
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“PR has painted itself
into a corner of its own
making – a corner that
is a niche. A niche that
is not as important as
all make it out to be 
in the larger scheme 
of things in the 
marketing space.”

Harish Bijoor,

Brand-specialist & CEO, 

Harish Bijoor Consults Inc.

“The industry has left

the image of the old

fashioned PROs

keeping the babus

happy for the promoter

but struggling to shed

the predominant image

of ‘spin doctors’, or

‘publicists’.”
Ashwani Singla,

CEO, Genesis Burson-Marsteller 
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at a quicker pace,” adds Mayank

Sen, a young PR practitioner.

So, will digital wipe out the

traditional PR? That was a question

which was often asked for the

advertising discipline as well. Well,

just not yet. “The face of PR is, of

course, in Digital. But, let us not

forget that we are in a country which

is still only beginning to explore the

variedness and pluralism of

traditional media. So, to think that

we are done with traditional PR and

everything is now online would not

be the best way to sum up the future

of PR in this country. In fact India

will be a great case study for a

blossoming digital PR since the Clients are amazingly

enthusiastic about experimenting with new forms of

communication and, at the same time, also blended with

traditional and alternative methods of communication,”

feels Sunil Gautam.

So amidst so much of euphoria in the air, with the

business booming and growing, all should be well. Not

really. All is not well with the profession. As Bijoor points

out, “The key problem is this. Public Relations is not

“Public” anymore. It is a bit too niche. A bit too “private”.

Over the last several decades, PR has chosen the softer

option and painted itself into a corner of its own making –

a corner that is a niche. A niche that is not as important

as all make it out to be in the larger scheme of things in

the marketing space.”

Ironical, since the profession which claims to help

companies manage their public perception suffers from a

lack of it. “The industry has left the image of the old

fashioned PROs keeping the babus happy for the promoter

but struggling to shed the predominant image of ‘spin

doctors’, or ‘publicists’,” says Ashwani Singla, CEO,

Genesis Burson-Marsteller. The key obstacle for the

industry is the fact that it is extremely fragmented and the

entry barriers are very low. That prevents the industry

from organising itself like any other recognised

professional services with a set of standards, service

offering that clients can be assured of receiving. This

results in poor realisation, which acts as inhibitor to

attracting quality talent. This is

further compounded by the lack of

quality education in the profession.

What is missing is a sustained

effort towards building the overall

image and perception about the

industry needs to be enhanced

through better understanding of the

true value of Public Relations. As

Elisha Sehgal & Ami Bhansali –

partners, RpH point out, “There is

no proper demarcation at this stage

of what constitutes the industry.

With the sudden growth of the

profession in our country, there is

much role overstepping into other

industries. PR is confounded with
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“When their most

important customers

are influenced and their

behaviours change in a

way that directly affects

the company’s ledger,

that's great PR.”

Arijit Sengupta,

Vice President, 

Corporate Voice|Weber Shandwick

“Succeeding in India

will require an

integrated approach

between marketing and

communications, which

draws on the strengths

of both disciplines.”

Christophe Lecureuil,

Director-International 

Public Affairs, 

Yum! Restaurants International
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advertising (paid editorial content is an example),

marketing and sales. All of the above are directly audience

conversion driven, whereas PR is a more subtle form of

moulding consumer opinion and creating brand

identities.”

Like many other fast-growing professions, one of the

biggest challenges being faced is the lack of talent

entering the industry – both in quality and the quantity.

“Investment in developing the talent in the profession and

adoption of global best practices to offer an assurance of

quality and consistency of service offer will have to be on

top of our collective agenda,” says Ashwani Singla. The

lack of right talent could also mean that there are not

enough specialized courses being offered by education

institutions, or it could just mean that, unlike in many

other professions, there is not enough training happening

for the people on-the-job. Career opportunities and growth

in the PR industry, hence, needs to be advocated

aggressively. 

“We need to advocate and educate the entrants into this

profession about the power, efficacy and perceived value

of Public Relations,” opines Radhika Shapoorjee. “This

will help drive up compensation and investment back to

the discipline.” With PR Consultancies now seeking to

deliver premium value-added services, like crisis

communication, CEO image building, internal

communication and corporate social responsibility, the

ability to attract and retain a divergent set of people is

becoming that much critical to the business. 

The other big issue, of course, is the measurability and

ROI. Measurement is very critical in enabling to check on

return on investment and assess

whether the messages are reaching

the correct audience. Measuring the

value of public relations services

isn’t easy. But, it is not that it cannot

be done. “Although counting articles

and clippings demonstrate that a

client is appearing appropriately,

frequently, and in a targeted fashion,

they don’t show changes in attitude

relevant to the client’s brand and

reputation. What clients really want

is to be shown the money. When

their most important customers are

influenced and their behaviours

change in a way that directly affects

the company’s ledger, that’s great

PR! Increased sales, increased share price, increased

membership, increased sponsorship, funding, or other

financial criteria are measurable, and depend on strategic

business planning and implementation best handled by

senior public relation strategists. That’s how it really

works,” says Arijit Sengupta. 

Understanding the impact of good and bad

communication is vital to small businesses. “Measuring

PR contributes to planning. Hence, techniques for

assessment need to be in place before the start of a public

relations campaign, not after,” points out Vikram.

Adds Christophe Lecureuil, Director International

Public Affairs, Yum! Restaurants International, “The

biggest challenge for PR professionals in India will be to

handle both the enormous size and diversity of the

population and the economic disparities still affecting the

country – how do you get to them, and that too, without

blowing the budget? This means succeeding in India will,

in a sense, mirror what we see happening in other

markets globally. It will require a sophisticated and

integrated approach between marketing and

communications, which draws on the strengths of both

disciplines, yet marries global best practice with local

know-how.” 

The profession would have a bright future since in many

markets, and for many brands, the old-style mass

marketing by itself won’t do the trick. It is a young

industry and getting younger by the day in energy-levels.

The business is booming with various verticals emerging,

like entertainment, luxury, pharmacy, etc. 

A major issue with this discipline is that its work is
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“This year, our focus
will be on Talent –
managing and growing
the talent which exists
in the industry, while
encouraging fresh new
talent to join the
industry.”

Deepshikha Dharmaraj,

President, PRCAI & Managing

Partner-Business Development, 

Genesis Burson-Marsteller 
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rarely visible to people outside the client-agency circle,

and therein lay the core challenge. The reasons could be

client-led or business-led. But, in the end, it does not seem

to be auguring well for the profession. It remains hidden

in a constant veil of secrecy and misses out the

recognition due to it and its people. The profession needs

much harder to gain muscle, recognition, glory and

respect. It also needs to have role models, for the younger

ones to look up to. 

Actually, the situation is not very different – the PR

profession has to look for answers to questions that have

been addressed to the disciplines of marketing and

advertising – of measurability, ROI, relevance to the bigger

picture and, finally, where is it heading in the larger

scheme of things. It can be a very exciting and creatively

satisfying function, where the brand or the category can

be built upon, hand-held and nurtured. Brands entering

new markets or new countries, or a sudden crisis

emanating from unexpected circumstances, all turn to the

PR profession for creative solutions. The problem, though,

is that it is just not seen often enough.

An active industry body can help change much that is

afflicting the industry, by getting all the members of the

industry under one roof, and initiating a process of

dialogue. The growth has to be sustainable and long-term,

and that is where industry bodies would need to take up

the cause strongly. Lets face it – the industry, today, is

facing some very basic issues, at a micro-level, like

fragmentation, lack of a common voice, lack of a common

industry agenda and, finally, lack of a collective will to

change things. For things to

change, and change for the

better, these basic issues will

have to be sorted out. Hopefully,

things would change for the

profession, both at a macro

level and at a micro level – as a

practice, and as an industry. 

According to Deepshikha

Dharmaraj, the newly-elected

President of PRCAI and

managing Partner Business

Development, Genesis Burson-

Marsteller, “Our Mission at

PRCAI is to consistently

benchmark our standards,

knowledge, ethics and expertise

with the best in the world, while

we work towards the overall progression of the industry.”

While the association has been holding some events, like

the Mini Summit, the Annual Summit, introduction of a

Measurement Toolkit, in association with TAM last year,

the overall impact is far from noticeable. And that needs

to change.

Adds Deepshikha Dharmaraj, “This year, our focus will

be on Talent – managing and growing the talent which

exists in the industry, while encouraging fresh new talent

to join the industry. One of the key things which we will be

addressing this year, as part of the talent initiative is the

issue of retention and poaching and what is the best way

to maintain transparency and ethics in the industry.”

Plans are also on to collate a special industry report,

which will identify the size and potential of the industry

and share best practices being followed across agencies in

India.

Finally, as India transforms itself from an emerging

market country into one of the world’s largest economies,

the key for strategists seeking to reach the new Indian

consumer will be, as Al Ries stated, to remember that

“ideas are put into the mind by PR. Due to its previous low

consumer income levels, the Indian market is still

somewhat virgin to global brands. Taking that into

consideration, there can be no doubt that in terms of

branding to “get something from nothing”, there is no

substitute than the credibility of public relations and its

third-party endorsement to raise credible brand

mindshare. The larger picture seems to be getting clearer.

It’s the smaller one that needs quick-attention.” �
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I
n the new world economy, where the objective of

success is to communicate effectively, public relations

has arrived as being the authentic ‘make-up artist’

directing focus your way in an appropriate way. PR as a

tool has been able to identify a connect for finding common

paths to answer the demand and supply paradigm. 

With the multiplicity of options we have every day, and no

clear emergence of the solution, decision-making is often of

the aspirin-seeking variety. While the differentiators in

between companies and brands have little to choose from,

an educated choice leads to heightened satiation and

enhanced appreciation. So, that is what PR charts its task

as – exemplary education.

In an ironical twist to the journey of PR, while creating

‘know-me-better’ platforms for companies, there is very

little self-glorification that happens. Brand custodians

remain on the backburner, staying away from the limelight

they create for others. However, with the industry opening

its doors and the options being multifarious for companies

to choose from, the need for self-branding exercise needs

an impetus. While official surveys (like the one by PRCAI)

provide a birds’-eye view of options available, companies

will soon need to shift to proactive recall exercises to

ensure there is higher attention to appreciation of the

business.

Measurability of results has been a constant assessment

exercise, and the non-explicability of measures has been a

constant reason for consumer ambiguity. New media,

driven by technology, has proven to be more quantifiable in

terms of return on investment, instead of the old hand-me-

down approach of traditional print media, where impact

assessment is more of an intelligent guess.

While media is increasingly becoming a highly tactical

and strategic concept, the real spin doctors in the field still

ccoovveerr ssttoorryy
gguueesstt  aarrttiiccllee
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are few and far in between. The charms and eternal greed

in a close knit community create lower levels of consistency

and patience, and at this moment, the PR industry is

witnessing a hot box situation with average firm tenures

with clients being sadly but expectedly short-lived.

The dynamic job requirement of being the ‘image

creators’ for industry and personalities creates a vibrant

environment of opportunities which make stability an issue

the industry is plagued with. However, innovation is the key

to the way the industry functions and first movers in the

pattern adoption usually create a trail of adopters and,

therefore, the issue of competitive longevity.

While technology becomes a key differentiator for most

firms, since organizations today are looking at how best to

stretch the impact set and influence more – technology is

the only solution to do so. PR firms increasingly use

technology to create seamless integration of global and

regional mandates as also work on the presumption of an

intelligent consumer and, therefore, create buy-in through

enabling discussion and, therefore, increasing

participation.

In an age where collusion of options is the only way to

create powerful solutions, integration of varied emerging

verticals like luxury, entertainment, etc., is a necessity; a

conjoint strategy is more effective than working as

specialists in isolation. The cross linkages within allied

domains make solutions divergent and, therefore, the area

of impact larger.

Aspersions on the effect of globalization are valid to the

extent of firms trying harder to create six degrees of

separation. In the pursuit of doing so, small issues

snowball into desperate measures for corporations. Crisis,

adversity and reputation management becomes a key task

for PR firms since they are also, to an extent, their

creation. Increasingly, companies have developed

frameworks to proactively identify crisis and make sure

360-degree solutions are developed to cover all bases.

Company reputations are no longer built on what they

do, but increasingly on how they do it. This, in a sense,

means a garrulous approach is the only way self-

glorification and awareness in the process.

Coexistence of global majors and home-grown firms is an

indication of a conducive environment where there is a

clear understanding of micro-aspects of the function and

the domain provides a multiplicity of options for companies

to choose from. Smaller, boutique firms, however, have the

advantages of dedicated expertise and, therefore, domain

knowledge. Hence, they are considered as viable options of

specific requirements.

The simpler roadmap, of course, which larger firms are

increasingly adopting is in continuation with the global

M&A movement, and acquisition in the space makes for an

ideal ROI model. With India increasingly being referred to

as the melting pot for global cultures, adaptation to

international trends ensures synchronicity of recognition

as also keeps global values intact.

The diverse roles PR has embraced over the years shall

continue to have a media

backbone. But, the ability to walk

will be increasingly determined

by future shifts in business and

communication trends and their

enabling technologies. �

The charms and eternal greed in a close
knit community create lower levels of
consistency and patience, and at this

moment, the PR industry is witnessing a
hot box situation with average firm
tenures with clients being sadly but

expectedly short-lived.

D I L I P C H E R I A N
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W
henever I have addressed a group of people on

“The Power of PR”, I usually begin by asking

them if they remember any advertisement that

they read in that morning’s newspaper. On most occasions,

there isn’t a single person who remembers even one ad

from the full newspaper. Why does this happen? And, why,

then, do companies spend crores of rupees on advertising?

I think the answer is pretty clear. Advertising has limited

recall, because most of us have very limited time at our

disposal to read a newspaper, a magazine or to watch

television, and we want to use that time to know more

about what interests us, i.e., news. Also, advertising tends

to get lost in the clutter in virtually all media. A typical

newspaper is 30 percent editorial and 70 percent

advertising.

In recent times, many well-known brands have become

huge marketing successes with virtually no advertising at

all, and they extend across categories – from technology to

fashion. To name a few: Starbucks, The Body Shop,

Amazon.com, Google, Harry Potter, Red Bull, Zara  and

Ikea. They all chose PR over advertising.

Let us take a look at the impact of PR in building world

class brands. To my mind, there are five key reasons.

Credibility: Advertising is self-promotion, and no matter

how clever, funny, dramatic or aesthetically pleasing, it is

self-serving. An advertising message is perceived as one-

sided, biased and company-oriented rather than

consumer-oriented. PR, on the other hand, is third party

endorsement or reporting which is believed, because the

third party has nothing to gain. Either an expert on the

subject or an objective reporter has gone through a

filtering process and found the information credible and

newsworthy.

Industry bodies and experts also play an important role

in providing additional credibility. For e.g., to build the

image of a shampoo, or a hair gel, if the hairstylists

association or a leading stylist speaks positively after

having used the product, it would definitely go a long way

in convincing consumers about its efficacy. As a consumer

who does not have the time to investigate the product, with

no cash outlay and no risk, you get the benefit of the

experience of others.

A recent resounding PR success is the launch of Nano,

the Rs1-lakh car from Tata Motors, which got experts from

all over the world sharing their views on its design, safety,

mileage, etc. Every single news channel, newspaper,

website and magazine has given Nano Pride of Place and

huge space.

Cost Effectiveness: With spiralling media costs,

advertising is very expensive, especially if you have a large

market to cover. PR, on the other hand, can get key

messages carried through favourable news articles and

feature stories, published and put on electronic media,

reaching out to millions of prospects at minimal cost.

There is no company in the world that spends a billion

dollars on PR. In Advertising, there are several.

Creativity: Advertising has, for decades, been considered

the creative communication discipline. However, PR lends

itself equally, if not more, to Creativity. The recent

campaign of the film Om Shanti Om is an excellent

example of creative strategy delivering outstanding

MMaarrkkeetteerrss  wwoouulldd  ddoo  wweellll  bbyy
eemmppllooyyiinngg  PPuubblliicc  RReellaattiioonnss

ttoo  ccrreeaattee  aanndd  ssuussttaaiinn  
llaassttiinngg  bbrraannddss..
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results. The campaign leveraged five key elements : 

● Shahrukh Khan; Farah Khan, the producer and director;

the new heroine, Deepika Padukone; making of the film;

and, the controversy with veteran film Actor, Manoj Kumar. 

● A huge amount of interest was generated by projecting

King Khan’s new hairstyle, six-pack abs, exercise

routine and other such trivia.

● Farah Khan’s unique directorial skills and film making

style and grandeur, in addition to her close friendship

with the lead actor of the film, Shahrukh Khan were

leveraged through interviews and features with her

singly as also with both of them jointly. 

● Deepika Padukone was also show-cased in different

situations.

● The various aspects of the making of the film – expensive

sets, shooting of song with many celebrities, the 70’s

look…all generated positive exposure to create the buzz.

The last element that contributed to the huge visibility

the film got in the media was the controversy with

yesteryear actor, Manoj Kumar. Here again, the breaking

of the controversy was the first leg and, subsequently,

Shahrukh and Farah’s meeting with him and the apology

brought big positive rub-off.

The phenomenal media exposure created

unprecedented hype drawing large number of people to

multiplexes, making a movie that got very average reviews

from critics into the highest revenue grosser of recent

times, reinforcing the phenomenal power of PR.

Brand Building: Contrary to popular belief, advertising

doesn’t build brands; PR does. Advertising can maintain

brands that have been built by PR. One of the most

prestigious and highly respected brands – Infosys – has

been built entirely through PR. Infosys has developed a

well-thought out PR strategy that showcases its desire to

be a transparent ethical company. This is embodied in the

Company’s tag-line “Powered by Intellect. Driven by

Values”. The key aspects of the Company’s functioning to

relevant stakeholders are shared in an forceful and

positive way. Whether it is management strategy, financial

performance, employee policies, corporate social

responsibility or profiling of top management, it is all

planned meticulously to portray the Company’s

philosophy, mission and business approach.

Crisis Management: All businesses are susceptible to

crisis, resulting from factors totally beyond their control.

PR is a quick, credible and effective way of communicating

with the media and people affected by the crisis, and if

handled well, can, in fact, enhance the said company’s

reputation.

In addition to the above key strengths of PR, there are

other advantages that the profession brings. PR, for

instance, helps you reach all stakeholders of an

organization – consumers, employees, investors, etc. PR is

also more memorable. PR stories make an impact and stay

longer in the minds of the readers, and finally, PR plays a

big role in increasing awareness and mobilizing opinion on

social issues. 

PR can very speedily communicate with its audiences.

The positive force of public relations promotes

understanding, works towards agreement and searches

for mutual gains. PR professionals have the power to

advance social agendas, help clients achieve their goals

and mediate, manage and mitigate conflict.

India is predicted to emerge as the World’s largest

Economy by 2050 and is expected to overtake the US and

China by 2025 in terms of real GDP Growth. Everything,

from food, shampoo and detergents to high-tech IT

products, will need to be branded into the minds of

millions of middle-class Indians. Old marketing

approaches will have to be thrown out in favour of new

ones to fit the new evolving economy, and Public Relations,

with its slow and methodical core branding effect is set to

become the leader of the marketing mix.

Let me end with a quote from Al Ries and Laura Ries

book: “The Fall of Advertising and the Rise of PR”, which

brilliantly sums up the way

ahead: “In the future, clients will

be looking to public relations

firms to help them set the

strategic direction for brands

and advertising will be forced to

follow the lead of PR.” �

PR, is third party
endorsement or reporting

which is believed, 
because the third party 

has nothing to gain.

V E E N A G I D W A N I

The writer is the Chief Executive 
Officer, Madison Public Relations
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A
s I was in the midst of a strategic positioning

conversation at the office of the CEO of an Indian

multinational company, he told me that he

benchmarked himself and his company by the prominence

he gets not in the pink papers in India, but in global

publications like The Economist and the New York Times!

It dawned on me then that not only has India finally

arrived but also that the PR profession in this country has

come a long way. It has grown with the dreams of

corporate India. My client was no longer looking at merely

a pan-India campaign but was looking to aggressively

establish global awareness of his brand as he was rapidly

expanding into world markets through acquisitions. 

It is the recognition of brand building and image

management that directly adds value to a company and

affects its valuation and stock price. No more have PR

agencies got to struggle to sell and convince clients about

the efficacy of the service. This was not the case two

decades ago, when there were but a handful of agencies

and the total turnover of the industry was less than what

one agency bills today. Then, most clients would accept PR

as a freebie from the advertising agency they had retained.

PR is finally being recognized as a strategic management

tool and is on the threshold of explosive growth. This is

true not only because of the cost efficiencies of the service

but also because the potential of the business is limitless.

Clients can range from governments to NGOs, to

multinational corporates, to individuals like Bollywood

personalities…all of who want to effectively communicate

their viewpoints to a variety of publics. 

This is our ‘Age of Plenty’ where, finally, the business

has come of age and become sizable with around Rs400-

crores in revenue. The PR business is worth

approximately 10 percent of the advertising business in

India and growing at a faster rate. It is but natural that in

an environment where there is high growth, there will be

growing pains. One testament of this success is also the

dearth of qualified professionals who are in great demand,

not only in India but globally too!

My submission is that PR will take much more of a centre

stage in the business of marketing and communications in

the future. If I was to gaze into a crystal ball to view PR in

the year 2027, there are several areas of development and

focus that PR agencies will have.

Consolidation: As in the rest of the world today, most

agencies in India will be owned by large holding

companies like WPP, Omnicom, IPG, etc. Some of these

companies have already started consolidating their

positions through acquisitions in the Indian market. WPP,

today, has about 17 percent market share of the Rs400-

crore PR business through Genesis BM, Perfect Relations,

IPAN and Ogilvy PR. Omnicom and IPG have also made

their foray into the Indian market and others will follow.

This has led to integrated communications offerings and

PR 2027: India and the World
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has elevated PR to a vital component of the marketing mix.

Increased Value of the PR Offering: As the ATL/BTL

spend ratio reduces, advertising agencies are waking up

to the fact that PR can be extremely effective, especially in

areas like new product launches, awareness building,

overcoming crises, etc. Advertising agencies are

increasingly using PR as an entry point for new business

development. PR professionals will finally get the

recognition they deserve and will be looked on as key to

acquisition strategy, strategy development and even sales,

as non financial drivers like reputation, brand positioning,

etc., will be the key determinants of a corporation’s value.

Structure: As PR firms partner their clients more

completely, they will develop areas of specialization to

cater to the needs of highly specific audiences and

industries. Agencies will attract domain experts from

other fields to support specialized verticals. The PR

professional will, therefore, be highly exposed to different

fields, which will equip him to lead business units more

effectively than his counterparts in other areas of

communication.

Education: With the explosive growth of PR as an

industry, and the dearth of qualified professionals, the

demand is huge. This is currently estimated to be about 30

percent at mid-management levels and almost as high as

50 percent at senior management levels. Several

institutions and even universities are looking at offering a

major, or a course of study, in PR. This will continue, and

eventually be on par with the West where about 200

colleges in the United States offer PR programmes today. 

The body of knowledge in the field is also growing with

an increasing number of Ph.D thesis, articles and books

being written. As salaries skyrocket, PR courses will be

hugely popular with the student community in India as

well, and as the canvas expands, there will also be a trend

towards integrating business skills, marketing, global

thinking, multicultural sensitivity and strategy

development within the curricula.

Media-Space: Information flow will no longer be

unidirectional but will potentially flow from every area –

from the masses to the media, or to companies directly,

effectively democratizing the communications process.

The change will also be driven by new vehicles of

communication. We are already seeing the exponential

growth of the weblog, or blog. No more will traditional

press releases be the way that companies communicate

with their stakeholders. Communication will shift from the

written word to audio and visual means, like podcasts,

which are short audio files, video news releases on iPods,

mms, and so on. Communication will be instant and

personalized and PR professionals will need to learn to

respond to events happening anywhere in the world

without a time lag or a press cycle.

Accountability: The science of PR will also come to the

forefront where accurate methods of relating PR activities

directly to the bottom line will emerge. PR will not be

merely about getting featured in the media but the

effectiveness of every PR campaign will be correlated to

sales levels. Several PR agencies already use some form of

measurement, but none of this has been standardized so

far. Regulatory bodies and standards will gain more

importance with time.

Globally, and in India as well, with the rapidly evolving

media landscape, the PR profession is going to face

dynamic challenges. Take the example of a global event,

such as the 2008 Beijing Olympics, where a PR campaign

will have to be orchestrated in complete synergy across

various markets. Imagine every PR campaign being

implemented across geographies, using traditional and

new media, by qualified practitioners. 

Although PR in the west has evolved over many decades,

India will catch up fast by taking quantum leaps aided by

technology to make Indian PR firms compare with best-in-

class anywhere in the world. 

PR agencies, no matter

where they are located, will

face the same challenges. One

brand, one language, one work

ethic, one world will be the 

new credo! �

Globally, and in India as
well, with the rapidly

evolving media landscape,
the PR profession is going to

face dynamic challenges.

A M E E R I S M A I L
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I
f we are to use the definition for the measurement of a

Public Relations programme, it would simply mean the

act of ascertaining the extent, dimensions or quantity

of what Public Relations programme has achieved – the

magical something! So, what is the ‘magical something’

that a Public Relations programme is expected to achieve?

Why is it considered the holy grail of Public Relations –

everyone knows about its existence, but not able to find it?

Why it is that only a few use it to their benefit? Is it

because the role of Public Relations itself is not well

understood or appreciated?

I believe that Public Relations if often seen merely as the

act of gaining favourable press coverage and, hence, the

measurement of its impact is limited to the extent of the

favourable press coverage it was able to garner. This is the

beginning of the long journey of measuring public relations.

Given that, the measure of its success predominantly

became “Advertising Value Equivalent”, or AVE, which

translates into the advertising value of the editorial

exposure received by a company. Many continue to use this

benchmark to measure the success of their publicity

programme under the garb of a Public Relations campaign.

The first cousin of AVE is often “Number of Press

Impressions”, meaning the number of people who might

have had the opportunity to be exposed to a story that has

appeared in the media; usually refers to the total audited

circulation of a publication or the audience reach of a

broadcast vehicle. I call it the ‘thud factor’, or the success

of the programme being measured by whose ‘coverage

dossier’ was heavier! Though, at the point of extinction,

some still continue to use this archaic methodology to

benchmark their Public Relations programmes!

Time/space measures or variations of it continue to be

the predominant way to measure the impact of public

relations programmes, and this will continue to be the case

as long as Public Relations is narrowly used for mere press

relations. So, is there more to it than mere press relations?

Instead of elaborating the virtues of public relations, let us

focus on establishing a common understanding of it so that

it can help us understand what and how to measure the

impact of a public relations campaign.

Public Relations is described in many ways. But, in

essence, it remains “the act of generating goodwill or

mutual understanding between a company and its various

publics/stakeholders”.

In the early 1900s, Edward Louis Bernays, considered

the founding father of modern Public Relations along with

Ivy Lee, defined Public Relations as “a management

function which tabulates public attitudes, defines the

policies, procedures and interest of an organization

followed by executing a program of action to earn public

understanding and acceptance”. 

Robert L Heath describes Public Relations in the

Encyclopedia of Public Relations as a “set of management,

supervisory, and technical functions that foster an

organization’s ability to strategically listen to, appreciate,

and respond to those persons whose mutually beneficial

relationships with the organization are necessary if it is to

achieve its missions and values.”

Essentially, it is a management function that focuses on

two-way communication and fostering of mutually

beneficial relationships between an organization and its

IIss  MMeeaassuurreemmeenntt  tthhee  HHoollyy
GGrraaiill  ooff  PPuubblliicc  RReellaattiioonnss??
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publics. According to the Public Relations Society of

America (PRSA), the functions of Public Relations include

research, planning, communications dialogue and

evaluation.

It would seem that Public relations is about changing

attitudes to gain public’s understanding and acceptance.

Publics meaning stakeholders whose understanding and

acceptance is material to the success of the company. This,

achieved through a two-way communication. If we were to

put together Bernays, Lee and Heath’s definition with that

of measurement, what can we conclude about measuring

the impact of Public Relations?

As I understand it, measuring the effectiveness of the

Public Relations programme should be about the change

in attitude, understanding gained and acceptance received

from the stakeholders of a company whilst the

measurement of the efficiency of the communication

process would be about the relevance of the medium and

the message used between the sender and the recipient.

Shouldn’t we use our knowledge of the true value of

public relations to measure both, the effectiveness and

efficiency of the communication process, or continue to

follow the age-old practice of time and share in the press

alone? The answer stares us in the face. Indian public

relations professionals can learn from the journey that their

western colleagues have made and make a leap that brings

the role and impact of public relations into the C Suite.

As Bernays and Lee explain in their definition, it is “a

management function that tabulates public attitude…”.

Effectiveness of public relations has to be about

identifying the public, mapping and tabulating their

‘current attitude’ to seek insights into their current beliefs

and sources of information that drive their understanding

and acceptance of the company. 

Then, to define the policies, procedures and interest of

an organization followed by executing a program of action

and closing the loop by measuring the changes in the

beliefs, attitudes, understanding and acceptance that the

programme has been able to generate. This is the

continuous process of gaining trust of the stakeholders.

Our market research colleagues have made a whole

industry out of it and there are several well-established

methodologies available for use. Public Relations professional

need to embrace this and need to acquire knowledge, skills

and attitude to read, understand and influence the human

mind in a positive way!

Lest, you think that I am underestimating or eliminating the

role of third party endorsement generated through the several

mediums including the press. I am not. I am merely suggesting

that we have the opportunity to do things differently in making

a difference to the business of our clients.

However, if the focus of your measurement is to measure

the ‘efficiency’ of the communication process or the media

effort, we can then measure the efficiency of the

communication effort through ‘content analysis’ across a

range of parameters like share of voice, prominence, tone,

focus of message, etc., within the backdrop of the most

relevant medium for a set of stakeholders. There are

several ‘content analysis’ service providers today. 

As the Internet starts to play a larger role in the lives of

people, content analysis helps not only deal with the

information overload but make sense of it as well. This

helps direct the resources of an organization into the right

mediums and message, thereby making the conversations

more engaging.

Whatever your measure, public relations needs to focus

on what to measure and the answer to the how will emerge.

In the world that demands RoI on everything, we can no

longer afford to question whether to measure or not. As

they say, “what cannot be measured, cannot be managed.”

Measurement in public relations does not need to be our

Holy Grail and we do not need

to solve the Da Vinci code to

find it! 

It is right here upon us; all we

need to do is to have the courage

to embrace it. �

Public relations needs to
focus on what to measure
and the answer to the how
will emerge. In the world

that demands RoI on
everything, we can no longer
afford to question whether

to measure or not.
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What place do you think PR will occupy (and not

should occupy) in a fast changing world of

marketing and branding?

If the last century was the age of advertising, then

this century will be the age of public relations. There

is, and will continue to be, a heightened appreciation

for building strong relationships with important

audiences. Today’s paradigm is about dialogue, not

monologue. It’s about relationships and not simply

transactions. It’s about being comfortable giving up

some control to gain great credibility. All of these

trends play to the core and historical strength of

public relations.

For organizations, communications is the one

function that spans all disciplines. As such,

communications and public relations act as both the

"glue" and the "governor" of organizations and their

behaviour. Some have said that no matter what a

company produces, they are automatically in the

communications business, whether they know it or

not. Today’s companies, that understand this point,

are automatically in a more competitive position. 

All of this means communications and public

relations needs to be at the right hand of the top

management, to be "at the table" when decisions are

being made. Trends around the world support this

point; more and more companies are creating

positions for "Chief Communications Officers" to

report directly to the Chief Executive.

To underscore the rising importance of

communications, one only needs look at the value of

an organization’s reputation. Ernst & Young, the

global accounting firm, has estimated that up to 35

percent of a company’s market value is due to its

reputation. Given the benefit of good

communications, it could easily be said that most

companies under-invest in this strategic area. 

Looking at the marketing side of the equation, the

walls are tumbling down between the old silos of

advertising, PR, marketing and promotions. More

and more marketers are looking to PR people to be

at the centre of integrated solutions, especially with

regard to social media and the internet. We are in an

era where the consumer is king, and PR people have

proven to be superior at looking at the world through

the eyes of the consumer and translating that insight

into effective marketing strategies.

But, to get the greatest benefits, companies need to

invest more time and resources in PR and to use it in

a more strategic way. In a commissioned survey of

Fortune 500 senior executives recently, one of the

clearest conclusions was the view that Indian

companies have a weak spot when it comes to

communications, marketing and branding. Taken

together with the fact that not a single Indian brand

makes it onto the Top 100 global brands, it is clear

‘PR is about relationships; 
not mere transactions’

The future is bright for the PR profession, both in India as well as
globally, feels Dave Senay, the president and CEO of Fleishman-Hillard,
one of the world’s leading communication agencies which has, for the

seventh time in eight years, been named the Best Large Agency to 
Work for by the authoritative The Holmes Report. In an email 

interview with Amit Bapna, Senay shares his vision of the 
future of the communications business.
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that PR is an under-invested area for Indian

companies. This is a problem, since global

markets are brutally competitive, and the

winners will be the ones who know how to

communicate more effectively, and to establish

their brands in a more powerful way.

How can the profession show measurable

value for itself, and become an integral part

of the overall brand plan?

PR is a difficult practice to measure in a

conventional sense, but that doesn’t mean it

can’t be measured. The global marketing giant,

Procter & Gamble, conducted a return on

investment study of its top six brands and

found that public relations was the number one

most valuable means of promotion in three of

those brands, and number two in the other three.

Again, the new era is the golden age for public

relations. 

As mentioned earlier, reputation can add

immense value…or detract value (for a bad

reputation) from the value of a company. As an

industry, we must get beyond the more basic

measurement techniques which include counting

clippings and column-inches and measuring total

readership of a publication to come up with the

number of ‘impressions’ created; or comparing

PR to advertising and attaching an Advertising

Equivalent Value (AEV) where a piece of editorial

coverage is valued in terms of how much it would

have cost to take out an ad of equivalent size and

prominence.

Instead, we must "seize the agenda", meaning, we

must have the courage to step forward and take

responsibility for the final outcome. Did the law

get passed? Did a specific set of consumers try

our product? Was my manufacturing plant

allowed to expand? Is my employee turnover less

than the industry

average? All of these

outcomes have hard,

monetary value, which

PR people can take into

the CEO suite and use to

demonstrate value.

We are very much aware

of the scrutiny faced by

corporate PR people who

must justify their

budgets, and have

developed a proprietary

measurement tool that

uses advanced statistical

modelling to provide an

accurate assessment of

the value of a company’s

communication activities

in real monetary terms.

The solution can make a

clear link between PR

activities (press releases

DAVE SENAY, 
President and CEO, Fleishman-Hillard

It is clear that
PR is an under-
invested area
for Indian
companies.
Since global
markets are
brutally
competitive, the
winners will be
the ones who
know how to
communicate
more
effectively.
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issued, coverage generated, investor approval,

alignment between corporate goals and employee

sentiment, etc.), to business outcomes (such an

increase in sales for a particular product, or an

improvement in stock valuation). It provides a clear

link between communication activities and the

impact on the bottom line.

What are the perceptible differences in the way the

profession is practiced in markets like the US,

Europe viz., India and China?

As a professional business discipline, PR has been

around longer in Europe and America. Because of

this, it has developed into an integrated and

strategic function of the companies in these markets

– CEOs consider the communications implications of

a given problem or decision alongside financial, legal

and human resources aspects. In a recent survey

conducted among senior executives of Fortune 500

companies, 96 percent of respondents said that an

investment in communications is necessary for

Indian companies to compete globally; 69 percent

said the same of Chinese companies.

But we have found that good communications is less

about country of origin than approach. While many

businesses look at communications primarily in

terms of PR and media relations, the most

successful businesses look at the challenge more

broadly. They invest heavily to develop consistent

messages across all audiences and markets, to map

how and where each of these stakeholders receives

information, and to understand what their concerns

are. They look both internally – at employees – and

externally, at customers, regulators, business

partners, interest groups and others who have an

impact on the business. Then, they build

relationships through the channels most appropriate

to each of their audiences, be that traditional media,

online/digital, trade shows, 1-on-1 meetings or

whatever makes the most sense. 

The leading global companies realize that

communications is not about quick wins; it’s about

strategic investment for long-term returns. It’s about

starting and maintaining a conversation with

everyone who is important to the business;

understanding that changes the way a company

looks at the challenge.

What will be the impact of digital

communications on the profession?

Huge, if you ask me. Even in a country like India,

which has relatively low overall internet penetration,

its impact is being felt. Indians are now counted

among the highest online spenders in the world, and

the youth in particular have embraced social

networking with enthusiasm. Think of the

implications that this creates for how a company

selling goods to this market segment speaks with its

customers, and how many new opportunities are

now available. 

There are other impacts as well. With the advent of

digital communications, brands have lost control of

the communication process. They now provide

material that audiences receive, develop, comment

on and share with each other. The only way to

effectively market and communicate is to embrace

and interact with individuals in their communities –

but, importantly, this must be largely on their terms!

Moreover, the digital communications revolution

forces companies to be transparent. Too many

companies have learned this through painful

experience. If a company puts forth a blogger to

advocate its position without declaring his interests,

or if a company uses a MySpace page to push out a
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With the advent of digital
communications, brands
have lost control of the
communication process. The
only way to effectively
market and communicate is
to embrace and interact with
individuals in their
communities – importantly,
on their terms!
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product as though it were a 16-year-old consumer,

the digital world will be ruthless in its

condemnation. The most successful organizations

provide digital environments within which

individuals can interact with each other on their

terms and where relationships are more based

around dialogue, discussion and communities. They

don’t try to control the situation.

What are some of the issues that are ailing the PR

industry globally?

Like most industries, PR suffers from a shortage of

talent, and this is as true in the US and Europe as it

is in India. As the demand for PR professionals

rises, the shortage is likely to become more acute

and Indian businesses will need to invest in and

nurture the next generation of PR talent. This

means better training, greater exposure to global

offices and accounts and sharing knowledge,

experience and best practice. 

A recent ASSOCHAM study maintains that over 90

percent of PR professionals are at the entry level,

that they have "enthusiasm and a passion for hard

work, but are moving on in search of greener

pastures within the industry in less than a year’s

time". I have read that the PR industry in India has

attrition rates touching 30-40 percent, and this is too

high for any industry to grow.

The issue that affects the industry most deeply is the

need for PR to mature and be used by companies in

a more strategic, and thereby more effective, way. In

some markets – including India – PR is still in its

infancy, but there is immense potential. We consider

India to be one of the strongest growth markets

across the world and with India’s ability to offer

BPO and KPO services; India could even offer a new

approach to PR. 

In some markets, ethics and transparency need to be

made a priority so that PR is trusted by the audience

it engages with – be it the general public, the media

or investors. And, the PR industry needs to

communicate more about itself and be a part of the

business environment – after all, if we can’t manage

our own image and reputation, how can we do 

it for others?

Any specific brand-story that you would like to

share, where the brand has been built solely, or

majorly, on the backbone of PR?

There are so many examples. Let me give you two:

In India, we work with companies like TCS who

practice communications in a very effective way.

Although TCS does advertise and use other

marketing services, its use of PR and corporate

communications in a strategic way marks it out as a

progressive company in its industry. And, generally,

the Tata Group has used communications in a much

more advanced and coordinated way than most

companies we come across. 

Outside of India, a company, such as the Virgin

Group, has built its image, brand, reputation and

value off the back of communications. It indulges in

other marketing activities, but clearly, PR is where

the company is able to build the best results. �
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used by companies in a more
strategic, and effective way. In
some markets – including India
– PR is still in its infancy.
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G
lobalisation, the impact of the internet on the

speed with which information travels, and the wide

range of individuals who can make their voices

heard have combined with very real concerns about

climate change and resource shortages to put corporate

social responsibility (CSR) firmly at the top of the public

relations agenda. The increased importance of CSR will

undoubtedly speed up the already apparent transition of

public relations practice from a primary focus on the

delivery of communications strategies and programmes to

a function where analysis of issues and management of

changes in corporate ethical behaviours is of equal, and

arguably greater, importance.

Today, more than ever, it is critical that public relations

practitioners ensure that the boards they advise

understand that governments, businesses and consumers

will and do take the reputation and behaviours of their

suppliers into account when they make procurement and

purchasing decisions. Furthermore, sustainable

environmental policies will be top of the CSR agenda.

Polluters, users of child labour, and organisations that

do untold damage to the environment through their

manufacturing and logistics processes will find that any

related increased margin they make on sales are lesser

than the income they lose when such practices become

public. And, in today’s increasingly transparent and

connected world, they will become public.

To take one example, environmental campaigner

Greenpeace publishes a site that allows consumers to

consult pollution league tables and identify the major

polluters within their area. Current campaigns include a

programme of action against Unilever, since it buys palm

oil for its products, such as its Dove soap, from companies

that are allegedly destroying rainforests and peat lands

areas. The same campaign has seen people dressed as

orang-utans climbing Unilever’s HQ building in London

and demonstrations at its factories and advertising sites.

Although the campaign began on the internet and

through direct action on Unilever premises, it is moving on

quickly. Negative publicity is beginning to appear in

national newspapers and the men in orang-utan costumes

are also making their points with appearances at Dove’s

advertising and public relations agencies. 

Of course, there are many companies sourcing palm oil

from the same sources, but there are two factors which

combine to put a focus on Unilever. First, Dove has a high

profile as one of the worlds’s best selling skincare brands

with annual sales exceeding 2.5 billion euros. Second, it

ran a highly politically correct campaign to establish Dove

as a brand celebrating ‘natural’ beauty, and this has

contributed towards perceptions of hypocrisy and

accusations that agencies are trying to ‘green-wash’

Doing Well by Doing Good
AAss  bbuussiinneessss  lleeaaddeerrss

bbeeggiinn  ttoo  ddeeaall  wwiitthh
eennvviirroonnmmeennttaallllyy

ccoonnsscciioouuss  ccoonnssuummeerrss,,
tthhee  ppuubblliicc  rreellaattiioonnss
pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  hhaass  aann

iimmppoorrttaanntt  rroollee  ttoo  ppllaayy
––  aass  tthhee  ccoorrppoorraattee

ccoonnsscciieennccee..
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Unilever brands.

The term ‘green-washing’ is becoming more prevalent.

This is where people believe that an organisation is over-

claiming its commitment to the environment and

endeavouring to present products and services as more

environmentally-friendly than they really are. And, one

can understand why it would be tempting to do so.

Research shows that whilst product and service quality

and value for money is always paramount, if there are

viable competitors, then the more educated and affluent

consumers will choose the environmentally-friendly

alternative. And, it is not just consumers; it is already the

policy of a number of government agencies in Europe,

including the UK’s Central Office of Information – the main

UK public purchaser of marketing services – to require its

suppliers to have and to evidence good environmental

protection standards.

Businesses that claim to be strong on CSR and then

behave otherwise will increasingly find themselves at the

receiving end of the hostility that comes with perceptions

of trying to deceive customers. It is very important that, as

companies review and improve their CSR policies, their

PR and advertising teams never, ever allow them to over-

claim. The damage to reputation of a poor CSR history will

be greatly worsened by any attempts to gloss over the

facts. Similarly, over-hyping what you are doing to fulfil the

role of a responsible corporate citizen will result in

cynicism about the many positive things that most global

corporations are doing to protect both the environment

and their workforces.

Over my working lifetime, many companies have found, to

their cost, the huge impact on share prices and the bottom

line of damage to their reputations as good employers or

good corporate citizens – from Nestle and Nike to Exxon

and Starbucks. However, too many still take risks and we

still see endless examples of companies where consumers

boycott products because of poor labour practices, use of

endangered species or environmentally sensitive organic

materials. Indeed, whole nations find their economies and

trade suffer in much the same way – from Japan, for its

continued support of whaling, through to China whose

policies in Tibet are reducing the economic potential that

would usually come with being an Olympics host.

Recognition that putting the greater good ahead of short-

term profits ultimately boosts company performance has

increased, although it is surprising that progress has been

so slow. Over half the worth of the world’s largest

corporations consist of reputation assets, commonly

referred to as goodwill, and numerous studies show a

direct correlation between corporate reputation and share-

price, long-term performance, regulatory approval, labour

relations, retailer preference and consumer support. 

There is, in particular, much greater recognition of the

pressing need to reduce the carbon emissions that

scientists have linked to global warming. Most major

organisations are now looking at how they can make their

businesses more sustainable and reduce their carbon

footprints. And, some are demonstrating that active

carbon emission management improves both its

reputation and its bottom line. 

A good example of a global business that has proven the

benefits of sustainability is InterfaceFLOR, the modular

flooring division of Interface Inc. Based in Atlanta, USA,

the company is a worldwide leader in the production of

environmentally-responsible modular floor coverings and

other textiles.

The company has won numerous design and innovation

awards for its market-leading modular floor covering

products. In addition, it has also become widely

recognised as a pioneer in sustainable manufacturing and

business practices, and has won many prestigious

accolades for its environmental initiatives.

During the mid nineties, the company’s founder and

chairman, Ray Anderson, put the company on track to

achieving a ‘zero environmental footprint’ by 2020.

Defined as ‘Mission Zero’, the company’s drive to achieve

this is a central part of its ethos and culture. 

The term ‘green-washing’ is
becoming more prevalent.

This is where people believe
that an organisation is 

over-claiming its
commitment to the
environment and

endeavouring to present
products and services as

more environmentally-
friendly than they really are.
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It addresses sustainability on seven fronts. These

involve eliminating waste and harmful emissions;

maximising use of renewable energy; recycling waste

materials and reusing products; developing resource

efficient transportation methods; creating a culture that

integrates the principles of sustainability into working

lives; and creating new models for businesses.

To date, through a waste reduction programme,

Interface Inc. has generated over $372-million in costs

avoided. Energy efficiency programmes and a commitment

to renewable energy has resulted in a 82 percent reduction

in Green House Gas emissions on an absolute basis since

1996 and further changes to the production process have

allowed for 100 percent use of renewable energy in their

manufacturing processes throughout Europe.

InterfaceFLOR offers climate neutral products to

customers through its Cool Carpet® programme in

partnership with Climate Care – whereby certified carbon

offset projects, such as forestry plantation acting as a

carbon sequestration store – offset gas emissions

generated during the lifecycle of a carpet. ReEntry is an

initiative that provides work in the UK, across Europe, and

in the US for individuals with learning disabilities and sees

old tiles returned to be repurposed, cleaned and re-used.

The company’s aim is to move from the traditional

industrial approach of ‘take, make, waste’ and move

towards a more natural or cyclical system of material and

resource flows. Encouraging other companies to follow its

lead in resource-friendly manufacturing policies and

processes is also a central part of the environmental

mission.

Sustainable values permeate the entire company and

some of the initiatives currently in place include

rewarding staff by energy saved rather than by output,

offsetting carbon emissions caused by air travel through

the Trees for Travel scheme, and Cool Co2mmute, an

initiative which enables employees to calculate the Co2

emissions generated by their individual daily commute

and identify the cost of offsetting them through investment

in projects designed to prevent carbon from entering the

atmosphere.

Extensive internal training programmes are in place to

drive the integration of sustainability into every part of the

business and across every function. But, this is not only

about changing current business practices – it is also

about creating new ones. This year, InterfaceFLOR has

created a new product category as part of its sustainable

mission: FairWorks will draw on local materials and

handicraft skills from across the globe to create products

that address the social aspect of sustainability.

The culmination of four years of research and

development, FairWorks is based on the ‘Sustainable

Livelihoods’ business model set out by the World Business

Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). Its aim is

to show how global business can collaborate with local

communities on initiatives that are innovative, sustainable

and commercially viable – and that benefit both parties.

Just™, the first product in the FairWorks category, will be

launched soon. Designed in India, JUST is the result of

local artisans working closely with designers from

InterfaceFLOR to create an offering that is truly unique.

In June this year, ECCO will be launching a

benchmarking service for businesses that want to

measure their CSR programmes against peers. The

objective is to enable businesses to better identify how

they compare with peers across best practice CSR

standards and, hopefully, both improve standards and

reduce ‘green-washing’ and over-claiming.

Today’s business leaders must deal with chat rooms,

activist websites and a voracious internet-enabled

stakeholder population. They must also deal with the huge

issue of climate change. Now,

more than ever before, the

public relations professional

has an important role to play as

the corporate conscience. �

S A R A R E N D E R

The writer is Chairman, 
ECCO-PR network, and CEO, 
Kinross & Render Ltd, UK
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A
n intriguing question indeed, to be asked of an

industry that is being seen as a sunrise domain by

almost everybody you can think of. A recent report

from ASSOCHAM estimated the size of the PR industry to

be a whopping US$3-billion (Rs12,000-crores) and growing

at a pace of over 25 percent per annum. The same report

says that this size will double to US$6-billion by 2010! 

Read marketing reports and you will see that more and

more companies and brands are using PR to build brand

image and further brand salience! Read newspapers and

magazines and you will find that more and more

international PR firms and networks are entering India to

claim their share of this juicy pie! New PR firms are

springing up in every corner of the country! Successful

professionals from different fields are giving up their

careers to get a break into this lucrative, booming and

high-potential field.

Wherever you look, PR is booming – the industry, the

profession and the professional. Now, which of these is

really true: an ‘ailing’ industry/profession, or a booming

industry/profession!

The truth is that these situations are mutually exclusive.

Ours is an industry that is booming, yet ailing? Ailing from

lack of professionalism, lack of confidence, lack of

knowledge, lack of able resources, lack of conviction of its

own feasibility, lack of unity, lack of diversity, lack of

creativity, lack of faith, lack of trust, lack of effort, lack of

assertiveness, lack of direction, lack of imagination, lack of

systems and processes, lack of standards, lack of ethics,

morals and principles, lack of credibility, lack of

acceptance...the list is endless!

Listing each of these ‘lacks’ and elucidating each would

take too long (herein lies a book idea) and ergo, let us

restrict to just outlining what can be considered to be the

single most important ailment of this profession! And then,

I shall go beyond the brief and outline, what I consider, a

solution that will single-handedly enforce the correction of

all our ailments. 

Imagine Carl Lewis at the starting line of his historic

race where he broke the 100 meters world record by an

incredible under-10-seconds performance! Imagine a Carl

Lewis catapulting himself off at the sound of the starting

pistol, full of self-doubt and critical of his ability to not just

set a world record, but of winning the race, or even worse,

finishing it! Would a world record of under 10-seconds have

been set?

This, according to me, is the biggest ailment of the PR

profession. We just don’t believe in ourselves or our ability

to make a difference. We just don’t believe that we are an

TThhee  PPRR  pprrooffeessssiioonn  sseeeemmss  hheeaaddeedd  ffoorr  aa  bbrriigghhtteerr  
ffuuttuurree,,  bbuutt  oonnllyy  iiff  iitt  ggeettss  oovveerr  sseellff--ddoouubbtt..  
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effective discipline capable of directing communication and

of being the central driving force for ‘image building’, or

perception management’!

For years, we have been playing second and third and

fourth fiddle to other communication disciplines. BTL, as

we are classified, is our debilitating nomenclature, which

effectively reminds us, time and again, of our subservience

and status in the marketing mindset! PR, at the end of day,

is merely Press Relations! Not Public Relations! Not

Strategy! Not Planning! But, merely tactical in nature! 

A support function that is called in at the last minute

after everything else has been decided! An afterthought

that can “maybe add some value” to the marketing mix!

Something that comes FREE (and there are enough studies

on the Indian mindset that define the pathetic value that

the word FREE has). Or, at best, something that comes

“cheap”.

We walk into pitches with strategic presentations and

wax eloquent on what the brand needs to do to enhance its

image. We give ideas, strategies and solutions! And, once

hired, (of course, after being brow beaten on fees), the

presentation, with all its strategy and ideas and planning is

thrown into the dustbin, and we embark onto the journey

called Media Coverage!

The client breaks wind, and we are to make sure that it

not only smells good, but is perceived as a contented belch!

The client initiates some vague activities and we are to

make sure that the entire media and the world go into a

state of X-stacy induced frenzy! The client decides to meet

his dealers, and wants media coverage.

Somebody leaves, somebody joins – and the PR agency

issues press releases with photos – and begs the media to

cover it, as the guy whose mug shot is being circulated has

the power to fire the agency if it does not succeed in

converting his joining into the most significant

development in the history of the company!

A brand runs a promotion giving a toothbrush free with

every purchase worth Rs 10,000 and the PR agency has to

get it positioned as the greatest offer the world has ever

seen! 

A foreigner visits – get it covered! A Managing Director

attends a function. Get it covered! A company wins some

obscure award – get it covered! A new branch? Get it

covered. A new packaging? Of course, get it covered.

Imagination, get it covered! Aspiration, get it covered!

Fantasies, get them covered!

Tactical – that is the practising mantra of the profession.

Not because we don’t have the power to strategise, but

because we don’t have to power to assert our strategy!

And, our thinking!

And, we don’t have the guts to say NO! And lose the

client! Because we don’t have the conviction that what we

want to do is the right way! Because we do not believe in

our own capabilities to make a difference! And take the

risks! And challenge those who dismiss our thoughts as

meanderings of an ignorant mind.

Self doubt – that is biggest ailment of this industry! Self-

doubt that emanates from the instinct to survive and run a

business.

If, for a moment, we were to forget the bottomlines and

turnovers and incomes and fees – what would happen?

Quite frankly, a revolution! A PR professional who says NO!

A PR Firm that insists upon executing what it believes is

the right way! An industry that asserts itself and garners

respect for its thinking, planning and comprehension! An

industry that would be set back by a few more years, but

one that will stand up with its head held high. A

professional who would be sought after for his advice and

counsel!

The truth is that we are a small industry. Not more than

Rs300-Rs500-crores! (The Top 10 PR firms will show an

average retainer of Rs2.5-lakhs per month; Top 50 – an

average of not more than Rs1-lakh p.m.; Top 100 – a paltry

Rs50,000 p.m.)

Compare this to the Management Consultancy business

worth over US$2-billion in India, or the Accountancy

business at US$1-bn., or the Advertising industry at

Rs5000-crores (income). Even the placement industry is

worth a Rs1000-crores! So, where art thou my PR Industry

at Rs300-Rs500-crores?

View this against the effort. The most thankless of all

professions in the world. On the one side, a client, who is

We don’t have the guts to
say NO! And lose the client!
Because we don’t have the

conviction that what we
want to do is the right way!
Because we do not believe
in our own capabilities to

make a difference! 
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always dissatisfied and wanting more and expecting the

heavens... and, on the other, media that refuses to accept

your value, looks at you with suspicion and treats you with

disdain.

The only profession in the world where your output or

results are not in your hands at all! You invite the media to

your press conference, but they decide when and whether

they will come! You send out a finely crafted press release

with all the right messages and packaging and news

content, but the media decides what appears, where it

appears and whether it will see the light of the day at all. 

You prepare your background information, garner your

domain knowledge, do your homework and go sell a story

to a journalist. He decides whether he wants to write about

it, what he finally chooses to write, where he writes it and

when it appears (if it appears at all!). You set up meetings

for your client with the media, but they don’t turn up at the

last minute. You set up meetings with the client and the

media, but the client does not turn up and, yet, you get

blamed for the coverage not appearing. You brief the media

and when they meet the client, they promptly say that they

have no clue why they are meeting the client.

Tell me, my fellow professionals, is all this really worth

the Rs1-lakh per month average retainer? While no amount

of money may be worth this insult, injury and degradation,

at least more money will make it more acceptable. Can we

not come together and raise the Income/Fees bar? May be,

not in crores, but, at least, some respectable lakhs! Rs5-

lakhs a month? Rs10-lakhs a month? Don’t forget. This is

the same client who is willing to pay millions of dollars to

an international consultancy firm, or to a firangi designer,

without batting an eyelid and feel proud abut the

association (and demand from us media coverage for the

association). 

What I have learnt in the years that I have been a part of

Corporate India is that clients respect what costs them

good money. While they are difficult to convince and they

will fight tooth-n-nail before parting with their money, once

they do, then they respect you more, use you more and

consult you more. They also listen to you more!

What this implies is saying NO, in the short-term. Not

cutting on fees and not compromising on our ideas and

thoughts. Refusing to toe-the-line and refusing business!

Accepting clients only on our own terms and nothing less!

Herein lay the solution to our ailments! We are forced to

upgrade! We will have to become more accountable and

planned and result-oriented. We will have to bring in

‘measurement’ systems and create tangible benefits. We

will have to ‘up’ the quality of manpower and quality of

training. 

We will have to understand better, keep ourselves

abreast better, build better networks, create and invest in

talent pools, adopt technology at the cutting-edge and so

much more. Yes, we will have to deliver bigger, and better!

In short, whatever ailments we have, will have to be first

dealt with perforce! Higher

retainers, better deliveries,

happy clients, happy profession!

Maybe, it is akin to putting the

cart before the horse. But, aren’t

we guilty of letting the horse be

flogged in the first place! �

ccoovveerr ssttoorryy
gguueesstt  aarrttiiccllee

V I N O D N A I R

The writer is the 
Chief Executive Officer, Clea PR

AD
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I
t may not be a stretch to say that the maturity of any

industry is reflected in the maturity of its stakeholders.

This barometer would be a direct reflection on the most

important four stakeholders of the PR industry. In this

case, the four main drivers for this ‘barometer’ are: the

type of people that PR is attracting; PR industry’s focus;

the academic rigour of the educational institutes

conducting the courses; and, finally, the scope of work that

the clients are demanding. Let us consider our four

metrics of the PR industry barometer.

Who is entering PR sector today?
As much as any other industry is, the PR sector too is

facing a severe crunch in talent. There are just not enough

people out there. Some years ago, the industry only knew

of professionals who had casually ‘come across’ a PR-

related course or job and, therefore, had taken it up as a

profession. 

Today, of course, the situation has changed

considerably. And, a very positive sign of that is we have

numerous examples of MBAs, BPO professionals,

entrepreneurs, marketing professionals, engineers and

other functional experts from areas even as esoteric as

Supply Chain take up the PR profession.

The current change in trend is that the PR profession is

being seen more and more as business consulting for

stakeholder communications. Here, the profession faces

the basic problem that every industry faces – not enough

hands to go around.

Since lack of professionals is the bane of every sector

worth its salt today, the only way that talent can be

acquired is by weaning away better talent from other

traditionally popular sectors. And, if that is to be done, it

is essential the industry gets together to sensitize the next

generation about the potential of Public Relations.

Education, Awareness and counselling are required at the

grassroots to bring PR among the top five professional

choices for anyone searching for a career.

PR Industry focus
One of the widely know facts is that, a strong industry

forum reflects a strong industry. (Vice-versa is also true).

Unless there is an unbiased, credible and focused industry

association cutting across size, geographies and

personalities, all efforts to create change for the industry

will get dissipated. We have some associations which are

yet to gain universal acceptance and a part-time

association will only give part-time results. 

Setting standards for minimum professional conduct,

control of malpractices, and setting standards for

academia will help in developing a more robust agency

outlook. If a PR industry association were to fulfil the

intrinsic need felt by most agencies (a start point may be

in the PR association getting together in an all agency

meet to understand what the industry needs) and the

benefits of the actions accrued to all agencies alike, not

TThhee  PPRR  pprrooffeessssiioonn  iiss  aatt
ccrroossssrrooaaddss  ttooddaayy..  AAnndd,,  

iitt  iiss  tthhee  pprraaccttiittiioonneerrss
tthheemmsseellvveess  wwhhoo  

ccaann  eeiitthheerr  bbeetttteerr  iitt,,  
oorr  kkiillll  iitt..

ccoovveerr ssttoorryy
gguueesstt  aarrttiiccllee

In deed, and in urgent need!
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only will the industry gain salience, but so will the forum.

Academic needs
The lack of people getting attracted to the industry is at a

basic level. But, there is yet another aspect to consider for

those who come to the academic institutions for a PR

course. In the few good institutions that exist in the country,

the course content and the need of the industry are poles

apart. This calls for the PR academia to critically take a re-

look at the way they are fulfilling the needs of the industry.

I remember a unique experience over two conse-cutive

years of fresher interviews we were conducting at one of

the reputed academic institutes for PR. In the first year

interviews, when we asked the students to define PR, none

of the students gave a satisfactory answer. And, in the

second year, when we repeated the question, everyone

gave the verbatim same answer. I think about this and still

don’t know which was worse!

The academia needs to have a long-term approach to the

PR courses that they offer and there must be minimum

standards that they give a degree to. Formal industry

interactions will also help develop better courses and

course material.

Clients and their needs
The most important and relevant changes occur in any

sector only when it is driven by the clients needs and

demands. Lack of a dedicated PR resource at the client’s

end is the beginning of all the problems. And this only gets

worse if different functional experts are given this

subsidiary responsibility – if the client interface is a sales

person, all that the PR agency will be asked to do is to

contribute to sale. If that interface is HR, the agency focus

gets limited to recruitment and retention.

A PR professional with sufficient experience at agencies

at the clients’ end can provide direction and rationale to

the agency’s work. Further, the corporate communication

needs to provide the agency direction, contribute to

strategy and also streamline the messaging across the

various marketing communication agencies, and it is,

therefore, imperative that they come with more than a few

years of experience. Else, as everyone in the agency will

endorse, their lack of experience can be a hindrance

rather than a help. 

Conclusion
It is ironic that while these are the very suggestions that

the PR agency may give any client (take, for example, the

Dewang Mehta intervention for the IT industry) were they

looking at building the industry into an iconic status,

these are the very strategies that are not getting

implemented in our own

backyard. Am reminded of the

old saying: ‘Good intentions are

not enough. It is good action

with good intention that will

lead to good results.’ �

N  C H A N D R A M O U L I

The writer is the Chief Executive 
Officer, Blue Lotus Communications

HOME AD STRIP
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How did you choose to become a leading authority

in this unusual field, of personal branding? What

were your inspirations?

I don't think I really decided to become an authority

in Personal Branding. Rather, it was a progression

over time of my brand developing. I started off my

career in Law and realised that wasn't for me, but

there were certain aspects of it that I was good at

and even loved. Then, I went into IT within the

criminal justice arena - I found that this used

another set of skills. But, of course, there were areas

of the job that I wasn't so good at or that didn't

motivate me. When I went into corporate life in IT, it

was there that I really started to realise that, firstly, I

was good at presenting, but, perhaps, more

importantly, I began to notice and become frustrated

about the people around me in the organisation that

were great at their job but just didn't get noticed or

promoted because their image and how they

projected themselves didn't fit in.

Over the years, I had studied image and non-verbal

communication part-time and it was now time to link

my corporate experience and skills with my passion

for making a positive impact and being the best 

we can be.

What is the role of personal branding in today's

competitive world?

Personal Branding is vital if we're going to stand out

from the crowd, and being memorable for the right

reasons is a hugely important element of career

progression today, no matter what field we are in. We

have to think of ourselves and our careers more like

an entrepreneur than ever before. In other words,

always ensuring our brand is visible and marketable.

We need to establish what it is we want to be

'famous' for and then package ourselves in a way

that expresses that consistently. Without this, we fall

into obscurity and fail to market ourselves effectively.

Personality branding is a fast growing area and is

gaining immense focus. What, according to you,

are some of the key-elements of personal branding

that can lead to creating a strong personality-

brand?

I would suggest that Personal Branding and

Personality Branding are very similar if not the same

thing. We could also call it Reputation Marketing.

The essential element, whatever we call it, is

authenticity. Personal Branding is not just about

what we look like; it's about what we feel inside - our

motivators, our skills, our values, and then, how we

project that on the outside. Once we understand

what we really stand for, then, we can start

expressing our brand authentically rather than

trying to be somebody we're not.

At Walking TALL, we've developed the Seven Big

Strides to Personal Branding. All of these points are

essential to uncovering and then projecting and

maintaining a strong brand that is positively

memorable. 

Stride 1 – Who You Really Are

Personal Branding
empowers people

Personal Branding is one of the emerging verticals of the PR discipline.
Lesley Everett, an authority and an international speaker on personal

branding, and the author of 'Drop Dead Brilliant – dazzle in the workplace',
speaks to Amit Bapna on the paradigm shifts in this discipline.

ccoovveerr ssttoorryy qq  &&  aa
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Uncover your personality and individuality and

what it is that you're outstandingly good at, as

also your values. We can often lose track of

who we really are in the busy business world

we all work in. Now, it's important to get

feedback from others on how they see you, in

three words. How do these words correlate to

how you see yourself? Are you happy with

them? The collection of perceptions from

others is your brand. So, make sure you

manage the perceptions in a way that is

authentic to you. Make sure people really 'get'

who you really are. You can influence this

much more than you think.

Stride 2 – The First 7 Seconds

It takes just Seven seconds for people to judge us

initially. We make an immediate impact on people

from the moment we meet them, and how often

do people get the wrong impression of us? There

are three steps to a first impression:

● What you look like;

● What you sound like; 

● What you say.

Stride 3 – Dress Like You Mean It

Style and grooming are the packaging of your

personal brand. Do you present yourself in a way

that invites trust and credibility as an immediate

perception of your brand? Your dress should be

an extension of your personality and personal

brand – what does yours say about you? Think

about those smart casual days… and those ties

that are past their best perhaps!

Stride 4 – Silent Indicators

Your 'Body Talk' can speak volumes about you. A

genuine smile, a good handshake and positive

eye contact are essential when you meet people.

You will be judged on them. Think about the

impact a weak handshake has – this will get in

the way of projecting your true professional

qualities and abilities.

Positive silent behaviour

speaks volumes.

Stride 5 – Speak Easy

What does your voice

convey about your brand?

Have you listened to your

voicemail message, to

hear how professional you

sound? Never

underestimate the

potential power and

influence of your voice

including tone, volume

and diction. Your accent

is an essential part of

your personal brand - be

proud of it.

Stride 6 – Be Interested

and Visible

Being genuinely

interested in others will

make you a more

LESLEY EVERETT, 
Personal Branding Professional
Speaker & Executive Brand Coach

Unless the
corporate brand
strategy
includes how
people
individually
reinforce and
reflect the
corporate
brand, the huge
investment
made in brand
awareness will
never be
maximized.
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interesting person and more memorable.

Also, how visible are you? Do people really know

who you are? Or, do others have to describe you in

great detail for people to know who you are? Having

a great brand is not enough; it is important to

manage your visibility within your organisation or

target market to project your brand. It's not always

about seeing people face to face - although that, of

course, is important, especially if you work from

home or send lots of emails. You can be visible in

other ways too. One example might be to be aware of

other peoples' interests and roles when reading

articles in newspapers, magazines or on the

Internet. Take a copy and send it to them with a

small branded card and a message.

Getting great at presenting is another effective way

to gain exposure and visibility.

Stride 7 – Each Time, All the Time

Consistency is crucial. For any brand to be 100

percent successful, it has to be 100 percent

consistent. Think about those dress-down days once

again and your overall approach to presenting

yourself on every occasion!

How do you think companies and organizations

can benefit from personal branding?

The next big challenge that businesses have is

branding service, and this is all about branding

people. Unless the corporate brand strategy includes

how people individually reinforce and reflect the

corporate brand, then the huge investment made

every year in brand awareness will never be

maximized. So, quite simply, a significant amount of

investment is wasted without the focus on how

people project themselves.

Personal Branding training and coaching really

drills down to the personal level – people have fun

learning the methodology (fun is crucial for

learning!) and it addresses the 'what's in it for me'

factor. Without this, we cannot assume that people

really have belief in the corporate brand values, 

and project them consistently in their own 

individual way. 

Personal Branding also empowers people to take

control of their image and how they are seen by

others. As a company, this type of coaching and

training demonstrates investment in people in a way

they can really benefit themselves personally,

outside of work as well as inside.

Can you share some examples of successful

personal branding helping achieve the overall

business objectives?

I am told by many organisations that Personal

Branding is the glue that holds all the rest of their

Training Programmes together. Without it, they

cannot expect staff to take on-board new techniques

as effectively. So, overall, this is a key benefit that is

demonstrated consistently. Within Graduate

programmes, Personal Branding has helped

individuals to become more visible in an authentic

way from day One. Many organisations use our

Personal Branding techniques as a result. And, in

hotels, for example, we have implemented a module

for Induction Training on a 'Train the Trainer' basis.

This helps hotels to ensure that the brand messages

of the hotel are maximised from the start in a way

that individuals can relate to. �
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A
s a career path, I had chosen Finance – hard core!

Was out of college – BCom, with an inter-pass in

group I of ICWA! I had planned for an early head

start. My first career was as an Executive Trainee with the

old DCM group, in December 1978, with Usha International

(then Usha Sales). It was hard core marketing, Planning

and Sales Co-ordination and MI system, for Usha’s diverse

set of durables (from fans, sewing machines to diesel

engines). 

Who would not enjoy this? I rechecked my profile

(grooming to be an ICWA) vis-à-vis the profile of a finance

and accounts person. That was the day I jammed my

brakes so hard that I threw myself out of this career path!

With a good understanding of ‘the end-customer’ and

the ground realities of ‘marketing’, my career move in

Usha was into Advertising, Sales Promotion and to

Corporate Communications. All along the nearly three

decades, there have been many career changes with

opportunity to head an advertising agency, set up Corp.

Comm. for a pharma major in Delhi, then worked with a

global player for agri-machinery for Marketing

Communications and Corp. Comm., to the current

assignment – a leader in Construction and Engineering.

As a PR/Corp. Comm. man, I have walked the talk and

learnt the job – on the run! In the process, I have gained a

good overview of ‘the customer focus’, his needs, their

media habits, their psyche, and the overall Brand

Management and Image Building tenets for Corporates.

Many a PR men, and women, in the industry today, are

born out of the ‘real-life’ corporate situations with credible

expertise, having worked in marketing, advertising, or

public relations and possessing the ability to see the

‘perspective’ of their Chief Executives. He or she then

grabs the ‘corporate picture’, sketched out by the CEO (the

long shadow of the organization), and then works his/her

way to positioning it in a ‘befitting manner’.

The PR professional also creates an ambience, a perfect

wall, so that it could be hung as a ‘master piece’ to get the

maximum attention and view of all those who matter.

While the canvas has to live up to ‘match and deliver to

everyone’s perception’, the PR person makes the

necessary sales-talk, positions the communication, and

does all the perception management. He also works to get

the best review for the ‘sketched canvas’ – which, by then,

has also geared up to live up to meeting great expectation

as a ‘masterpiece’! Now, the result? Whatever emerges

next from the CEO and the ‘Art Gallery’ will be considered

to be par excellence!

From early pre- and post-independent India, and days of

early Corporate genesis, from a liaison person who would

only take care of travel and stay arrangements of ‘guests’,

the role of PR has had metamorphosis to cover internal

U, Me aur Hum!
TThhee  ttiimmee  hhaass  ccoommee

ffoorr  tthhee  PPRR
pprraaccttiittiioonneerrss  ttoo

ccoommee  ttooggeetthheerr  ttoo
ttaakkee  tthhee  iinndduussttrryy

ffoorrwwaarrdd..  SSoo,,  wwhhoo''ss
wwiilllliinngg  ttoo  ttaakkee  tthhee

ffiirrsstt  sstteepp??

ccoovveerr ssttoorryy
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relations of people, then seek broader reach of the social

neighbours – the immediate decision makers. Media

interface, be it in the form of advertising or planned Press

interaction, followed later.  

Today’s Corporate Communication has risen above all

this and has grown to such great levels in terms of

proactively planning various initiatives that are very much

in the realms of corporate business development. CSR has

also got bundled into this portfolio!

But, what ails PR profession? Here, there is a pre-

confirmed view that there is an ailment. Do diseases exist

only in India? Does it prevail only in the developing, the

under-developed and impoverished nations? Are the USA

and the rest of the economically advanced nations entirely

free from ailments and health issues? 

If AIDS, cancer, obesity-related as well as heart-related

diseases affect the developed nations, then diseases like

malaria, cholera, malnutrition-related ailments and

typhoid do prevail in the under-developed countries. So,

ailments are everywhere – but differ from place to place.

No profession is free from a flip-side or devoid of a stigma.

But, that is not a factor for solace for the PR guys!  

Some honest thoughts  
Perhaps, as PR and Corporate Communications people,

we are more used to building brands, building bridges for

the organizations we work for, or the companies we are

engaged in PR assignment. But, we seem to be perhaps

less-engaged in collaborating and in sharing cross-

industry learning of one another’s vast experiences. Call it

less time, low involvement and/or high-self esteem; we

could be getting caught in a web that limits us to take the

first step – for us, and our profession.  

But, we’d break any ice to get our work done for our

company! “For God’s sake, that’s our job and we do that

well all the time?!” I do hear you say that! 

We are great at networking, but can we work better to

network with our comrades within the profession? Not

really? Why not we network amongst ourselves, for us and

the profession? Then, we’d need to be selflessly selfish. We

must start that now.

There are other aspects as well that will add to PR and

Corp. Comm’s brand-equity. For instance, we need to be a

lot more professional in our approach and dealings. We

need to have a lot more in-depth knowledge of the business

aspects and environment. Permit me to say that

advertising will let you spend brief hours to know the

environment and hit the most creative headlines or a

striking visual and affect some ‘smart-selling’ campaigns

to clients and to dish out to the customers. 

But, PR seeks a much deeper penetrative

understanding. It could be like Homeopathy, which takes

time to work, but it’s a sure-shot! And, has lesser side-

effects. I can recollect a PR agency that handled my

Tractor account of a major global company. Its executives

who came to help us organize rural media meet at a hard-

core farm exhibition – an agri mela – had pretty

stiletto-wearing, city-bred convent girls! This was a

company which got even the telephone operators work a

day in the farm and till soil to be able to appreciate

farming and what the toils of a farmer mean to 

the organization. Our stall-keepers were students from

Agri-Univ!

We as PR and Corp. Comm. folks know what news is and

what can work. Even the CEOs (the man who creates the

master stroke) need not always be right and having a 360-

deg view. Then, do we have the courage and conviction to

speak up and tell nothing but the truth, like Vidur in the

great epic, Mahabharata? Are you and your PR agency

saying and promising the sky and presenting a rosy

picture every time? Creating a sham of a situation would

be creating ill-repute to the PR profession!

Ultimately, it all boils down to the one-person: Yourself!

I make or break the PR profession. Like Birbal’s story of

“every drop of pure milk”! Can we, then, bet on ourselves

and our professional capabilities and values? It is only

then that we can elevate the image of the ‘image makers’.

We are great at

networking, but can we

work better to network

with our comrades within

the profession? Not really?

Why not we network

amongst ourselves, for us

and the profession?
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Credibility and incredibility factor is all-pervasive. Who

is not cynical to cops, lawyers and doctors, while there are

some very best in the country? We only need to build a

majority and marginalize the rest – the unethical and

unprofessional ones.

One aspect that caught my attention was an expression

made by Pandia Rajan, of MaFoi. At a session of the

Chennai Chapter of the Public Relations Society of India,

he sought to ask us practitioners:  Are we a profession –

by the very definition of that word? Do we have an

‘institutionalized body’ that examines, selects, qualifies

and monitors – like the case of the Doctors, CA’s, ICWAI, or

even the Company Secretary profession? How many PR

men have found an entry at the top level in the board room

of organizations? 

That should tell us as to where we stand and how far we

need to go! We are geared up and we are on the right path!

We just need to walk a bit faster – in a group!

The other aspect came as a small learning – at a

convocation ceremony of a medical college. The learned

chief guest from USA added that a professional – a doctor

– must pass through three phases in his life: Practice

medicine, Research, as well as Teach. That is when he is a

complete professional. How many PR/Corp. Comm. folks

write/research or, leave alone, teach? Many a major PR

issues and campaigns of brand building are very

effectively carried out by all of us in our careers. But, 

there is very less evidence of a ‘collection as a case 

history compendium’, or even exchanged/deliberated

upon, and taught.

PR professionals must move on to the top gear – the

overdrive. Compile the knowledge we have, the

experiences we have put in. Unlike our time, now we have

many institutions and universities that are offering

courses on PR and Corporate Communications. Books and

class rooms alone do not make a complete learning –

professors and deans must realize this. These courses

should not end with mere text book teachings. Students

need to have interns in corporates – for a month or two;

learn typical communication strategies and its translated

initiatives. Even teachers have to build links with the

industry PR folks. 

Corporates have to realize that a good PR person cannot

be developed overnight. While the industry need is

growing for PR professionals in India, what is the Industry

doing about it? Corporates must also connect with PR

bodies, universities and colleges to provide an opportunity

to new PR students as interns…for the best may wish to

come back to work build the brand.

At this juncture, many PR bodies are also playing a

useful role. But, it should not lead to fractionalising and

fragmenting into multitude PR bodies – just to be holding

on to the ‘positions of power’ – a la politicians. This is like

breaking the pot of butter, even as the cream is coming

together to a solid state of a fine butter. If personal ego and

inner agendas can be put behind, in a nation of coalition

Government, all PR bodies together should give workable

solutions, find a meaningful place and enhance the PR

image in India.

Industry, Institutions, PR bodies, and PR professionals

must interconnect and build a good synergy, realizing the

big truth that it makes sense – very good sense – to stay

inter-dependent for enhancement. We are all our own

internal customers/internal

sellers! The answer lies here as

well.   Waiting for someone else

to resurrect PR? No! We ought

to do this by ourselves! �

V  S  R A M A N A

The writer is currently 
Head – Corporate Communications, 
L&T – ECC Division. He is 
also the Past Chairman, PRSI – Chennai
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Corporates have to realize

that a good PR person

cannot be developed

overnight. While the

industry need is growing 

for PR professionals 

in India, what is 

the Industry doing 

about it? 
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